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2019 SAVE International Value Summit

Project Outreach Leads to 
Adaptable Workshop Timeline

Value Management Improvement Approach

Sharon Aldijaili – SAIC, Huntsville, AL
Sharon.w.aldijaili@saic.com

Project Outreach: making the connection

Initial meeting 

btw RACSI and 

COH Officials 

occurred in Jan 

2016

Purpose of this 

meeting was to 

offer VM 

services to COH  

City Manager 

was concerned 

about Fleet Mgt 

asset 

replacement  

RACSI accepted 

opportunity for 

“determining the 

optimal time to 

replace assets”.
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Objectives

Pre-study: 
determining 
workshop timeline

Project inception:  
establishing project 
scope

Pre-study: gathering 
initial information

Workshop #1: 
Landscape and 
Cemetery, technical 

Workshop #2: Traffic 
Engineering, process

Data Analysis: Fleet 
Services, managing 
information

Presentation: final 
meeting

Lessons learned: 
extended workshop 
improvements

Successes: benefits to 
extended workshop 
timeline

Five consecutive day workshops are challenging when team consists of 

• Individuals from different organizations with full time employment and 

• Individuals are volunteering personal time to project

A multi-disciplined team was formed 

Team members recognize workshop would occur over an extended period of time

Pre-study: determining workshop timeline

Key to performing a Value Management workshop 

with a modified timeline is communication
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Completed a 1 day training session with participating Fleet Mgt personnel 

Began pre-study work by 

• Collecting data and information 

• Scheduling interviews with each department head within Fleet Mgt Division

Project Inception: training and establishing project scope

Team needed to refine scope to “extending life cycle for assets”

It took approximately six months to collect initial data needed to determine path forward

Commonalities among departments included the following:

• No Guarantee of receiving a replacement vehicle/equipment

• Majority of vehicles/equipment have exceeded life cycle

• Need improved communication between Fleet Management and departments

• Communicating a broader view of over-all Fleet Management priorities would assist 

departments in understanding needs across all departments 

• Fleet Services provides timely and excellent maintenance/repairs

• Departmental trading of vehicles had happened successfully in past

Pre-Study: gathering information

Pre-study of asset data revealed similarities among departments,

as well as unique differences. 
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In October 2016, 2workshops were approved and planned based on information gathered 

through interviews and each department’s willingness to participate 

• Landscape Management department: to improve longevity of existing vehicles and 
equipment 

• Traffic Engineering department: to improve process utilized for acquiring new vehicles and 
equipment through acquisition process

Executing Value Methodology for 2 separate objectives, and with 2 separate departments, 

allowed team members to approach each workshop from diverse perspectives

Information Phase: Path Forward

It was apparent that RACSI would have to be creative

in approach to execute two workshops

Fleet Management Project Timeline
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Workshop #1: Landscape Management, Maintenance

• Multidisciplinary team included: RACSI members 
and personnel from Fleet Services and Landscape 
Management 

• Team agreed the problem statement for this 
workshop would be, “Perform Landscape 
Management functions at lowest life cycle costs 
consistent with best value to City”

• Workshop began in November 2016 by completing 
the Information Phase prior to second meeting, 
which occurred January 2017, that began the 
Function Analysis Phase.
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• one day Function Analysis Phase

• one day event to complete the Creative Phase 

• Ideas were generated for functions along Manage 
Assets path and Utilize Assets path
 220 ideas were generated

 Each idea was then combined with similar ideas to eliminate 
repetition

 combined ideas were prioritized by categorizing each idea 
into highest, high, low, lower, lowest priorities

 Final list of ideas was generated and evaluation was started

• one day to continue the Evaluation Phase

• one day to begin the Development Phase

Workshop #1: Landscape Management, Maintenance

• In February, evaluation of remaining prioritized ideas 
was accomplished utilizing the Possible, Implement, 
Challenge and Kill (PICK) Chart 

• In March, team evaluation generated a list of 
alternatives that would be developed by team over a 
three-month period of time

• During development, the team decided to focus on 
planning a path forward and implementing short-
term alternatives

• Implementing long-term alternatives would be 
performed by Fleet Management at their discretion

Workshop #1: Landscape Management, Maintenance
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• Multidisciplinary team included: RACSI 
members and personnel from Fleet Services 
and Traffic Engineering

• Workshop began March 2017

• Job plan phases were accomplished in a 
manner similar to Landscape Management 
workshop; however, this workshop focused on 
the process of obtaining assets

• At that time, the Information Phase work was 
completed by team prior to second meeting in 
April that began the Function Analysis Phase

Workshop #2: Traffic Engineering, Process
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• one day Function Analysis Phase

• one day Creative Phase generated ideas for 
functions following Obtain Assets path
 100 ideas were generated

 Each idea was then combined with similar ideas to 
eliminate repetition

 combined ideas were prioritized by categorizing each 
idea into highest, high, low, lower, lowest priorities

 Final list of ideas was generated and evaluation was 
started

• one day to continue the Evaluation Phase

• one day to begin the Development Phase

Workshop #2: Traffic Engineering, Process

• In May, evaluation of remaining prioritized ideas was 
accomplished utilizing the Possible, Implement, Challenge 
and Kill (PICK) Chart 

• In June, team evaluation generated a list of alternatives 
that would be developed by team over a two-month 
period of time

• Three viable alternatives were developed

• Team decided to combine alternative 2 and 3 to create 
one alternative

• Each alternative was developed further to include 
advantages and disadvantages of each alternative, along 
with an implementation strategy

Workshop #2: Traffic Engineering, Process
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Third service provided to COH was an analysis of Fleet Service’s data management system 

Information gathered during each workshop was integrated into the analysis 

Team determined that the availability of data was limited 

Data provided to RACSI from Fleet Services could not be applied to the model due to corrupt 
and unreliable data 

RACSI researched fleet management software packages providing Fleet Mgt with name and 
contact information to obtaining software and technical support

RACSI also recommended that Fleet Services employing a full-time, well-qualified analytics 
manager with a management information systems background

Data Analysis: Fleet Services, managing information

The final presentation to the COH Manager included results from 

both workshops and Fleet Management data analysis. RACSI and 

Fleet Management were represented at a round table discussion 

with a description of Short-term alternatives that had been 

implemented at the department level within Landscape 

Management. There were two alternatives presented on behalf of 

Traffic Engineering and both required City Manager approval. 

• RACSI recommended that data and workshop results be 
implemented in departments where applicable   

Presentation: final meeting 
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• Develop enhanced storage/housing

• Demonstrate, Lease short term, and/or Rent for data 

• Utilize manufacturer warranty until expired

• Purchase/utilize extended warranty where beneficial

• Develop tracking system to document daily checks and 
neglect

• Develop asset training for users at Landscape Management

• Improve communication (city-wide and with other 
municipalities) making existing assets available through 
options

Top 

recommended 

alternatives and 

recommendations 

were as follows: 

Landscape Management

• Develop procedures to track & review dead-
lining equipment before End-of-Life

• Streamline approval process

• Develop standard procedures to objectively 
request purchase of assets 

• Establish timely leadership and department 
head budget meetings

Top recommended 

alternatives and 

recommendations 

were as follows: 

Traffic Engineering
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• Increase fleet capital account (used to replace 
assets at Fleet Management level)

• Dedicate an analytics manager and team to Fleet 
Management

• Obtain technical support to resolve current fleet 
software challenges

• Track operator neglect and hold personnel 
accountable

• Improve fleet utilization by establishing a motor-
pool

Top recommended 

alternatives and 

recommendations 

were as follows: 

Fleet Management

no clear 

project lead 

within RACSI 

group at start 

of project

effort started 

to take shape 

and a leader 

arose from 

RACSI group

difficult to 

keep 

volunteers 

engaged due to 

either personal 

or professional 

distractions

Once 

leadership was 

established on 

RACSI side of 

equation, Fleet 

Management 

remained 

dedicated 

Lessons Learned: extended workshop improvements

An extended workshop timeline demands that all team member 

keep an open mind as project progresses.
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opportunity 

for all team 

members to 

absorb 

information

gives team 

opportunity to 

add to or take 

away 

information 

detailed 

discussions 

regarding all 

aspects of 

current phase 

being worked

relationships 

are formed 

and trust is 

established 

among team 

members

Successes: benefits to extended workshop timeline

The Fleet Management project was a large undertaking and

required an extended time to successfully complete.


